Transformation Shops

Ken To Kathy
See how Ken is transformed into Kathy by Angela. See the evidence for yourself.

This is Ken, he has been to Transformation shops many times but never tried a Changeaway - well today is his big day.
Ken doesn't think he can ever look like a convincing woman
Ken is going to be Transformed into Kathy by Angela. Together they picked this outfit. It's a lovely blue pastel flowy skirt
and matching soft lycra clingy top that is sure to show of Kathy's new womanly shape.
Angela wastes no time in putting the essential female shaping garments on Kathy. This includes a cache-sex, silicone hip
and bottom shaper, panty girdle and essential Victorian laced corset.

And finally to complete her transformation to womanhood, Angela assists with fitting Kathy ,with a pair of D-cup top of the
range CrÃ¨me de la CrÃ¨me silicone breasts. Kathy just cant keep her hands of them, she amazed how real they feel,
wobbling and bouncing with every she movement she makes.
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Transformation Shops

Angela helps Kathy into her new 2 piece outfit, and now its time for hair and makeup in the beauty salon.

All Transformation staff are fully trained make up artists and wig stylists. Angela has over 10 years experience and knows
the most important part of Kathys make up , is to ensure all Kathys dark shadow is camouflaged with Miracle cover and
then set for a silky smooth finish with the Miracle setting powder. Then its eyes, cheeks and last of all lipstick with a touch
of lip gloss

Some final adjustments and there you have it, Ken is transformed into a very feminine lady. Kathy was so confident she
wanted to step outside, so Angela escorted her out to the post box..

Now its time for Kathy to be left to relax and enjoy her private feminine moments being the girl she has always dreamt of
being. All the items worn by Kathy were selected from the Changeaway wardrobe room. Similar items of top clothing can
be purchased from all Transformation shops
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